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Small cases, big solutions 

TANOS unveils the new systainer® models Systainer³ S and Systainer³ 

Rack. 

 

With the new Systainer³ models S 76 and S 147, TANOS is transferring its 

existing MINI-systainer® range to the latest generation. The system cases in 

compact format are specialized in the storage of small parts and prove to be 

flexible space savers in mobile use on the construction site or in the 

workshop. TANOS is also providing the new family members with an 

additional storage solution: the new "Systainer³ Rack" offers space for up to 

six Systainer³ S 76 in a portable shelving system. This means that even large 

quantities of small parts can be stowed away neatly and transported safely 

thanks to the integrated van racking system. The Systainer³ S 76, S 147 and 

the Systainer³ Rack will be available from April 2024. 

 

The requirements of tradespeople are as varied as the work they do every day on 

the construction site or in the workshop. TANOS is well aware of this and has 

always designed its system cases as flexible helpers for every conceivable need. 

This is also the case with the latest generation of small-format systainer®: TANOS 

has not only given the Systainer³ models S 76 and S 147 numerous upgrades 

compared to the previous versions. In addition, the compact newcomers in size S 

76 have been given a practical shelving solution in the form of the innovative 

Systainer³ Rack, which allows them to be safely stowed and transported in 

vehicles. 

 

Mobile space savers: the Systainer3 S 76 and S 147 

The new S 76 and S 147 small parts cases from TANOS measure just 76 x 265 x 

171 mm and 147 x 265 x 171 mm respectively. This handy size makes them ideal 

companions for use outside the home - and offers more than enough space for a 

well-assorted selection of accessories of all kinds. The interior of the cases can be 

flexibly adapted to your own needs. A variable compartment divider set, for 

example, always provides the necessary overview, while the special lid contour of 

the Systainer³ S 76 and S 147 ensures that all individual parts remain in their 

intended place even during bumpy transportation. In addition, the clever storage 

solutions can be fitted with various inserts so that tools and larger individual parts 

can also be stored in a non-slip manner as required. Unobtrusively integrated theft 

tags reliably protect the inside of the case from unauthorized access. 

 

As usual, the new TANOS systems for the small parts sector can also be 

individually configured. This applies to the colour design of the individual case 

components as well as to brand personalization. 

 

 



 

A big one for the little ones: The Systainer³ Rack 

Specially developed for the Systainer³ S 76, the new Systainer³ Rack shelving 

component extends its range of functions to include numerous application 

scenarios. A total of six Systainer³ S 76 can be integrated into the Systainer³ Rack. 

A mechanical push mechanism ensures intuitive removal, while a dedicated 

locking system guarantees safe transportation of the integrated Systainer³ S by 

hand, on a cart or - thanks to full integration capability in bott's vario3 van racking 

systems - in a van. But that's not all: "In conjunction with the Systainer³ Rack," 

emphasizes TANOS Product Manager Norbert Jehle, "our Systainer³ S can be 

linked to the entire systainer® range for the first time. This means that all 

Systainer³ can now be combined with each other in every conceivable combination 

within the systainer® family." 

 

The new Systainer³ S 76, S 147 and the Systainer³ Rack from TANOS will be 

available from April 2024. 

 

 

Image request  

Image material can be found in our media portal https://press-n-relations.amid-

pr.com (search terms „Systainer-3-S“, „Systainer-3-Rack“).  
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TANOS GmbH 

TANOS GmbH was founded in 1993 as a subsidiary of TTS Tooltechnic Systems 

AG & Co. KG. TANOS develops and markets multifunctional organization, 

presentation and transport systems and is the supplier of the patented, stackable 

and linkable case system systainer® and associated supplementary products. 
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